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On the virtual aeroshaping effect of synthetic jets
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The ability of synthetic jets to form large mean recirculation zones in a crossflow is investigated
using numerical simulations. It has been suggested that this so-called virtual aeroshaping effect is
one mechanism through which synthetic jets affect separation reduction. Here the interaction of a
two-dimensional synthetic jet with a flat-plate Blasius boundary layer is simulated and we examine
the effect that key flow parameters have on the formation of these mean recirculation zones. The
current simulations also suggest a simple scaling for this effect which could prove useful in the
design and deployment of these devices. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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The synthetic jet has emerged as a versatile microac
tor with potential applications ranging from separation1–3

and turbulence,4 control to thrust vectoring,5 and augmenta-
tion of heat transfer and mixing.6 Among all these applica
tions, the use of these devices for active control of separa
has been studied quite extensively, and in a number of
perimental studies,1–3 it has been demonstrated that synthe
jets can indeed reduce the extent of separation over blu
well as streamlined bodies. Despite these successful dem
strations, it is fair to state that the physical mechanis
through which synthetic jets accomplish this reduction
separation are not completely understood.

Separation over an airfoil is typically an unsteady p
cess that is accompanied by the formation of large-scale
tex structures in the separated shear layer.7 The characteristic
frequency of formation of these vortex structures
O(U` /Ls) whereLs is the length of the separation zone a
U` the freestream velocity. There is broad consensus1,8 that
synthetic jets operating in this frequency range tend to p
mote and amplify the formation of the vortex structures
the separation region. These vortex structures entrain
momentum, freestream fluid into the separated flow reg
and this promotes the early reattachment of the separ
boundary layer. In the case where the boundary layer is la
nar at separation, synthetic jets operating at much hig
frequencies could also lead to earlier transition in the bou
ary layer. Since a turbulent boundary layer is more resis
to separation, earlier transition to turbulence can delay
separation. Both of the above mechanisms are not uniqu
synthetic jets but have indeed been well known in the c
1070-6631/2002/14(4)/1533/4/$19.00 153
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text of active separation control for quite some time.7,9,10

In addition to these two mechanisms, the unique char
teristics of the flow produced by a synthetic jet interacti
with a crossflow have also led researchers to suggest o
flow features/mechanisms that might play a role in sepa
tion reduction in flows where these actuators are employ
One of these is the so-called ‘‘virtual aeroshaping’’ effect.
has been suggested1,11 that due to the zero net mass flu
constraint, synthetic jets are capable of forming recirculat
bubbles in the mean external flow and these can be sig
cantly larger in size than the jet orifice/slot size. It has furth
been suggested that these large bubbles effectively mo
the shape of the body, consequently altering the pres
gradient and the extent of separation. This capability of s
thetic jets is extremely desirable since it would potentia
allow for ‘‘on-demand’’ virtual morphing of the wing sec
tion.

However, two issues have to be addressed in order to
our understanding of this virtual aeroshaping effect on a fi
footing. First, although previous studies have hypothesi
the presence of large mean recirculation bubbles in th
flows, conclusive evidence that such bubbles actually e
has not been readily available. Second, even if the forma
of these recirculation bubbles can be confirmed, it remain
be clearly demonstrated how separation reduction can be
tributed to this feature. Valuable effort in both these issu
has recently been made by Honohanet al.12 who have stud-
ied the formation and effect of such bubbles in flow pa
streamlined and bluff bodies. The current Brief Communic
tion addresses the first issue, namely, confirming the p
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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ence of such features and establishing the conditions
quired for their formation. In doing so, a simple scaling la
is extracted that relates the size of the mean recircula
bubble to the characteristics of the flow.

The virtual aeroshaping effect is examined here throu
numerical simulations. A relatively simple, two-dimension
model of a synthetic jet interacting with an external flow
employed. The model is shown in Fig. 1 and consists o
synthetic jet with a rectangular cavity~of width W and height
H! flush mounted beneath a flat plate. The bottom bound
of the jet cavity is a moving boundary in the computati
and is intended to accurately mimic the motion of the vibr
ing diaphragm. The vertical motion of the diaphragm
given by Y(x,t)5A(x)sin(vt) where v is the angular fre-
quency of the diaphragm motion andA(x) its mode shape. In
the current simulations, a mode shape corresponding to
fundamental mode of a membrane clamped at both end
employed. The slot through which the flow is ingested a
expelled has widthd and heighth.

The numerical solver employed here is described in
tail in Ye et al.13 and Udaykumaret al.14 This solver simu-
lates incompressible, viscous, unsteady flow in domains w
complex, immersed, moving boundaries on a stationary C
tesian mesh. The spatial discretization is based on a fin
volume method which employs a second-order accur
central-difference scheme and a second-order accurate,
tional step method is used for advancing the equation
time. The tracking of the moving boundary on the stationa
nonconformal Cartesian mesh is accomplished through
use of an Eulerian–Lagrangian approach in conjunction w
special compact interpolation functions that allow for t
imposition of the boundary conditions on the immers
boundary. For further details on the numerical methodolo
including validation and accuracy tests, the reader is refe
to the two papers mentioned above.

With regard to the external flow, the computational d
main has to be truncated to a finite extent in all directio
and appropriate boundary conditions applied at these com
tational boundaries. For the external crossflow, a canon
Blasius flat-plate boundary layer profile~with freestream ve-
locity U` , boundary layer thicknessd and momentum thick-

FIG. 1. Schematic of the synthetic jet model and computational dom
employed in the current study. Drawing is not to scale.
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nessu! is imposed at the left inlet boundary. Thus, here
examine the interaction of a synthetic jet with a lamin
flat-plate boundary layer. The right boundary of the dom
is the exit boundary and a nonreflective boundary conditio15

is employed here which allows vortical structures to conv
out of this boundary with minimal reflections. At the to
boundary, homogeneous Neumann velocity and pres
boundary conditions are employed and these allow
freestream to adjust to the presence of the synthetic jet w
out any spurious restrictions. This choice of boundary c
ditions coupled with the use of a relatively large (80d
3100d) computational domain ensures that the results
relatively insensitive to the domain size. This is demo
strated conclusively by recomputing the flow with a differe
domain size.

A nonuniform Cartesian grid is employed in the curre
simulations wherein the region around the jet slot is provid
with the finest resolution and the grid is stretched slowly
all directions in the external flow domain. The lips of the s
are effectively rounded with a radius ofD/2 whereD is the
local grid spacing. All results presented here are on a de
6003220 mesh for which the grid spacing in the regio
around the slot is 0.05d. This mesh was chosen after a car
ful grid refinement study wherein the highest Reynolds nu
ber computation in the current study~Red5400; see defini-
tion below! was recomputed on a mesh with 50% high
resolution in the vicinity of the slot than the nominal 60
3220 mesh. Comparison of the results~see Fig. 4! on the
two meshes indicated insignificant differences thereby de
onstrating the grid independence of the computed results

The flow in this configuration can be considered to be
function of the following nondimensional paramete

(W/H), (d/h), S, V̄J /U` , Red , and d/d where S
5Avd2/v is the Stokes number of the flow through the sl
and Red5U`d/v is the Reynolds number based on the boun
ary layer thicknessd and crossflow velocityU` . Instead of
the boundary layer thickness, one can choose the momen
thickness as the characteristic length scale for the exte
boundary layer. However, since for the Blasius bound
layer, the ratio between the boundary layer and momen
thickness is a constant (d/u'7.53),16 the results can always
be recast in terms of either length scales. In the above

pressions,V̄J is the mean jet expulsion velocity, i.e., jet ve
locity averaged over slot widthd and the expulsion phase o
the cycle. Thus, even this relatively simple flow configur
tion has a large parameter space which makes a compre
sive analysis of this flow configuration quite difficult. Ou
previous computations17,18 have indicated that the externa
flow is only marginally affected by the parameters (W/H)
and (d/h) and therefore, in the current study, these para
eters were fixed at values of 5 and 1, respectively. In orde
further limit the scope of the study, the Stokes number
been fixed at a value of 10. The remaining three parame
have been varied in the current study and the impact of va
ing these parameters on the virtual aeroshaping effect ex

ined. In the current study,V̄J /U` is varied between 0.5 and
5.0. Furthermore, results reported here include two value
Red ~250 and 400!, and two ofd/d ~2 and 5!. Flow for all

in
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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cases presented here is simulated until it reaches a statio
state and statistics accumulated over a number of cycles
yond this time.

It should be pointed out that the investigation of Hon
hanet al.12 suggests that the jet frequency plays an import
role in the formation of the recirculation zone. In their e
periments the Stokes number was varied from about 7 to
and quasisteady recirculation bubbles found for Stokes n
ber greater than about 10. In these experiments, Red andd/d
were kept fixed and onlyV̄J /U` and Stokes numberS were
varied. In the current study, onlyS is kept constant and there

FIG. 2. Spanwise vorticity contour plot for case withd/d55, V̄J /U`

53.75, and Red5250. Phase in cycle corresponds to maximum expuls
velocity and dark and light contours indicate clockwise and coun
clockwise rotation, respectively.

FIG. 3. Streamline of the mean flow for selected cases with Red5250 ~a!

d/d55, V̄J /U`51.25, ~b! d/d55, V̄J /U`55.0, ~c! d/d52, V̄J /U`52.0.
Tick marks on the axes are a distanced apart.
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Figure 2 shows a spanwise vorticity plot correspond

to the d/d55 case withV̄J /U`53.75 and Red5250 at a
phase in the cycle where there jet expulsion velocity is ma
mum and this plot shows the typical evolution of the vort
dipole in the presence of an external crossflow. The m
velocity for all cases has been computed and in Fig. 3,
streamlines corresponding to this mean velocity field
shown for three selected cases. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! both
correspond to cases withd/d55 but the mean jet velocity

V̄J /U` is equal to 1.25 and 5 for these two cases, resp

tively. It can be seen that forV̄J /U`51.25, only a small
recirculation bubble is formed in the vicinity of the jet slo
In contrast, with the higher jet velocity, a bubble which
significantly larger than the jet width is formed. The leng
of the recirculation zone is determined by examining t
variation of the mean wall shear stress on the flat plate do
stream of the jet and extracting from this, the location wh
the separation streamline attaches to the flat plate. Emp
ing this procedure, the length of the recirculation zone (Lr)
measured from the center of the slot for this highest jet
locity case is determined to be 35d or 7d.

A second series of simulations have been carried
whered/d and Red are fixed at values of 2 and 250, respe
tively, andV̄J /U` varied systematically from 0.5 to 2.0. Fig
ure 3~c! shows the streamline pattern corresponding to
mean velocity for the highest relative velocity jet in th
series. For this case, the length of the recirculation zone (Lr)
measured from the center of the slot is about 13d or 6.5d.
Finally, all of the above simulations were carried out at
fixed boundary layer Reynolds number of 250. Thus, in or
to examine the variation of the flow with this parameter al
one more case with Red5400,d/d52, andV̄J /U`51.25 has
been simulated. For this case, the length of the recircula
bubble is found to be about 4d. Thus clearly, the ability of
the synthetic jet to create large mean recirculation bubb
depends on the jet velocity relative to the external flow v
locity. However, the above series of simulations also sh
that the thickness of the boundary layer relative to the s
width has a significant impact on the bubble size.

One of the main objectives here is to extract a scal
law that would relate the bubble size to the parameters of
flow. In order to accomplish this we have taken guidan
from the previous study of Balachandaret al.19 who studied
the properties of the mean separation bubbles that form
the leeward side of bluff bodies. By balancing the forces
the fluid inside the mean recirculation region, they found t
among other factors, the Reynolds stresses on the boun
of the bubble plays an important role in determining the s
of the bubble. Furthermore, our preliminary simulations su
gested that the bubble length increases with the jet mom
tum flux ~which is effectively the vertical Reynolds norma
stress at the lower boundary of the bubble! and decreases
with increasing streamwise momentum flux of the bound
layer. Motivated by all of these considerations, it was d
cided to explore the scaling of the bubble size with the qu
tity Cm5V̄J

2d/U`
2 u that can be considered to be the ratio
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-
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the jet momentum flux to the momentum flux associated w
the external crossflow. Similar parameters have also b
employed in the past in the context of active separat
control1,8 but have not specifically been related to the virtu
aeroshaping effect.

Figure 4 shows log(Lr /d) plotted against log(Cm) for the
nine separate cases simulated here. In addition, for the
with the largest bubble@corresponding to Fig. 3~b!#, the re-
sult of a simulation carried out on an external computatio
domain which is three times larger in each direction is a
presented. Finally, for the highest Reynolds number c
(Red5400) an additional simulation has also been carr
out with a grid that has 50% higher resolution in the vicin
of the slot than the nominal mesh. Results of both th
simulations show insignificant differences from the cor
sponding simulations carried out on the nominal domain
mesh, thereby demonstrating the adequacy of the chosen
main size and grid resolution. A least-squares linear fit
also been performed for the entire data and the slope of
line is determined to be 1.03. This provides strong indicat
that within at least the range of parameters investigated h
the normalized bubble length grows linearly with the m
mentum coefficientCm as defined above.

Thus the current study not only provides a clear dem
stration of the ability of synthetic jets to form large me
recirculation bubbles, but also provides some insight into
physical process governing this formation process, i.e.,
exchange of momentum between the jet and the exte
flow. Finally, the simple computational model employed he
also gives some indication as to the regime where synth
jets would have to operate in, in order to create large m
recirculation bubbles. The current study does not include

FIG. 4. Variation of log of normalized bubble length (Lr /d) with log of
momentum coefficient (Cm).
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fects such as three dimensionality, turbulence, compress
ity, and pressure gradients in the external flow, all of wh
might have a modulating effect on the ability of the synthe
jets to form these mean recirculation bubbles. These eff
need to be studied in the future using experiments and si
lations.
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